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Since a long time there has been considerable theoretical and experimental in-
terest in studying /(+-meson production from hadronic and nuclear interactions.
Strangeness production has been proposed [1] as a possible signature of the quark-
gluon plasma formed in heavy-ion collisions. However, it was discussed [2, 3, 4]
that strangeness enhancement may be also simulated by hadronic interactions in
nuclear matter under normal conditions. Theoretical models aiming at the to cal-
culation of strangeness production from a pure hadronic phase use the elementary
kaon-production processes as an input parameter. One of the important ingredient
of such calculations is the kaon production cross-section in baryon-baryon inter-
actions. The latter one can be evaluated from the cross section of the reaction
pp~*K+X.

The experimental data on the reaction were collected by Flaminio et al.[5] and
cover the beam energy range from around Tp=2.5 to 15 GeV. There are no data
close to the reaction threshold at 7},=1.58 GeV as well as at high energies.

Recently with the boson-exchange model we calculated the cross section of the
reaction pp —» NYK with A'+, /("-meson and A, E-hyperon production. The
kaon and the pion exchange graphs were taken into account and the details of the
model are described in [6]. In Fig.l the calculated cross section of the reaction
pp —* pAK+ together with the available experimental data is shown. The sum of
the cross sections for the reactions pp —* pE°/i'+ and pp —» nE+/C+ is shown too.
Solid line indicates the contribution from the three body final state reactions to
the inclusive K+-meBon pioduction and dots show the experimental results on the
inclusive cross section.

It can be seen fromthe figure that the contribution from the E-channel becomes
dominant at beam energies above 2.5 GeV. Moreover, the contribution from the
three-body final state, i.e. reaction pp —*• NYIi+ to the inclusive /<T+-meson
production is preponderant at energies below 3 GeV. At high energies one should
also take into account the reaction channels with additional meson production.

In this paper we present the cross section of the inclusive /(''"-meson produc-
. tion from pp-collisions calculated with the reggeized boson exchange model. The
reaction channels with E-hyperon production, which significaly contribute to the
inclusive I(+ production have been studied.

As was shown by Laget [7] and in our previous analysis [6] contribution from
the kaon exchange graphs to E-hyperon production is negligible due to the small
0KNE coupling constant. We use the reggcized one-'pion exchange model. The
diagrams are shown in Fig.2 and the relevant cross section is given as [8]

K+X) =
J3 p

t,s,suS2).2 .^Ey (2Ttf2EK (1)

where

• i =



«2 = (A + Pi - Py - PK?

t = (Pi-Py-Prf

h = {PI-PY? (2)

with P\, Pn, Py and PK being the 4-vectors of the initial protons and the final
hyperon and kaon. m r̂ and // stand for the nucleon and pion masses respectively.

In Eq.(l) A is the Kallen function

(3)

and 0"(0((7rA )̂ stands for the total cross section of the irN interaction.
Function F(t, s, s\, s2) accounts for the pion propagator and off-shell modifica-

tion of the vertices and was taken as has been suggested by Boreskov et al. [9]

F(t,s,sus2) = exp ( f l 2 + (*'„/»S(P' + % ' (<-A*2)) XT (4)

where p( and TUK denote the transverse momentum and the mass of the K+ meson,
respectively. The pion trajectory was parametrized as

with Q'T =1. It was assumed that

A = A0 when A = R2 + RJ + Q ; i n s ( p ' + T " ^ ) < Ao (8)
sis2

in order to confine function F(t,s,si,S2) at large \t\.
The parameters To = —0.5 G e V 2 and Ao=0.5 GeV~2 were taken from [9], use

R? - -0.55 GeV~2 and R\ =2.25 GeV~2 from [8].
The differential cross section of the reaction wN —* S/C+ was parametrized in

the center-of-mass system as in [10]

^ * SA'+) ~ 1 + I cos 6' I (9)

with SKN being the squared invariant mass of the irN system. At STN > 9 GeV2

we use the parametrization from [8]

^(TTAT -f EA'+) ~ exp (-6*1) (10)

with slope 6 =9.4 G e V 2 .
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To normalize the cross section of the reaction itN —* EA'+ we use the result
from Tsushima et al. [11], which are obtained for the different reaction channels
with resonance-model calculations and parametrized as

?|
where -v/s7S'=l-688 GeV and the parameters are shown in Tab.l.

In order to study the dependence of the results calculated with the boson ex-
change model upon the accuracy of the incorporated itN amplitude we test the
reaction pp —* T,+K+X with parametrizations from [10, 12]. A fit to the experi-
mental data was performed by Cugnon et al. [10] and used in proton-nucleus and
heavy-ion simulations as

ff{ir+p -* S+AT+) = 3.21(v/5^T-1.688) , JsTiv < 1.9 GeV
= O.U(^/S7N-\.7)~1 at ^7F>.1.9GeV (12)

where the cross section is given in mb.
Fig.3 shows the experimental cross section of the reaction ir+p —<• E+A'+ from

[5] together with the parametrizations (11) and (12). One can note the difference
between the parametrizations at -y/ŝ v" > 2.5 GeV. The dashed line in Fig.3 shows
the parametrization from [12]

ff(7r+p — E+A'+) = O.lp48 , 1.05 < p < 1.5
= 1.48p-185 , p > 1.5 (13)

where the cross section is given in mb and the incident pion momentum in the
laboratory frame p was taken in GeV/c.

With the reggeized one-pion exchange model we calculate the cross section of
the reaction pp —> T2+K+X. The solid line in Fig.4 shows the result averaged over
the calculations with different parametrizations for the.reaction 7r+p —• E + A'+ and
the errorbars demonstrate the corresponding errors due to accuracy of Monte-Carlo
integration. We found no difference between the wN parametrizations discussed
above. Fig.4 also shows the cross sections of the reactions pp —* E°A'+ and pp —*
E~A"+ calculated with (11). Note that the dominant contribution to inclusive
A"+-meson production comes from the E+-channel.

The total cross section of the associated EA'+X production summed over all
final E-channels is shown in Fig.5 by the dashed line. The dotted line shows the
contribution from the reactions with three body-final.states, i.e. pp —* NYK+ with
A and S-hyperon production. The dashed-dotted line shows the result calculated
with the pion exchange model for the associated AK+X production. Note, that
we did not account for kaon-exchange graphs, which contribute to A production.

Fig.5 shows the sum of all reaction channels and the experimental data on
inclusive A^-meson production. The calculations quite reasonably reproduce the
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Figure 1: Experimental cross section of inclusive A'+ production (dots) and the
reaction pp —<• pAK+ (squares). The lines show contributions from A chan-
nel(dotted), S(dashcd) and the sum(solid) calculated with the boson-exchange
model for pp — NY[\+ [6].

Reaction
;r+p-»S+A'+
7T+p—£+/<:+
ir°P -> S°A-+
7rop-*S°A-+

7T-p — E~A'+
7T-p —E"A'+

J
1
2
1
2
1
2

35.91
159.4
3.978
47.09
9.803
6.521

/
0.9541
0.01056
0.5848
2.165
0.6021
1.4728

M [GeV]
1.89
3.0
1.74
1.905
1.742
1.94

B [MeV]
124.418
970.155
81.67
79.737
81.1357
79.044

Table 1: Parameters of approximation (11) used in our calculations.
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"Figure 2: One-pion exchange diagrams for the pp—* %K+X reaction.
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Figure 3: The cross section of the reaction ir+p —*• E+AT+. Experimental points are
from [5]. The lines show parametrizations (ll)(solid), (13)(dashed) and (12)(dot-
ted)
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Figure 4: Calculated cross sections of the reactions: pp —» S+A'+X (solid line),
pp —. YPK+X (dashed) and pp — ̂ ~K+X (dotted).
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Figure 5: Total cross section of inclusive A'+ production. The dots show experi-
mental data from [5]. The lines show the contribution-from associated E (dashed)
and A production (dashed-dotted), reaction pp —* NYK+ (dotted) and their sum
(solid).



data and there is no much room for contributions from kaon-exchange graphs. We
found that dominant contribution to the inclusive A'+ production comes from the
reaction channels with E-hyperon production.

The total cross section of the inclusive A'+-meson production from p/>-collisions
we parametrizy as

o(pp—* K+X) = tt(l - GA&/s)b{s/6A8)e (14)

with a = 2.021 mb, b = 1.829, c = 0.6 at s < 15 GeV2 and a = 0.494 mb, 6 = 2.03,
c = —1.294 at s > 15 GeV2 where s is the squared invariant mass of the initial
protons in GeV2. The parametrization is valid from the reaction threshold up to
beam energy of 400 GeV.
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HinbiK)3iiiiiioe po/Kiieime A'+-Me3oiion
11 iipoTon-iipmomiiiix coy;iapemiHX

B paMKax Mojiejin oaiiofiojoiiiioio ofiMCiia Hi.i'iiic.Meno ccieime IIIIK.'IIO'JIIIUIOIO

po/KJieiuiH K -MCJOIIOH u />/>-eoy,iuipeiiiiH.\. Pejyjibiaibi ni»iiuic.'ieniiii yuoiiJier-
Hopnrejibiio liociipnii'iHojutT nocTyum.ie aKciicpiiMciiTiuiiiiihic ziamti>ic n ciy>KaT
ociiouamicM JUIH iiapaNieTpirjauini 'jnepierii'iccKoii jaiuiciiMocin ccicinin it
lunpoKOM juiana'joiie oncpniii or nopoia pcuKumi no necKOJibKiix coren PoB.

PaGirra nbiiiojuiciiu it JlaGopaTopim HHepm.ix iipoGjieM OHJIH.

IlpciipiuiT UGi.ciiiiiiciinoro iinciinyra Hjicpm.ix iicc.'icjioiiaiiiiii. ilydnu,

Petrus A., Sibirtsev A.A. E2-95-36I

Inclusive K+ Production-in Proton-Proton Collisions

•With the boson exchange model we calculate the cross section of inclusive

A^+-mcson production from pp collisions. The calculations reasonably reproduce
available experimental data and give the base for parametrization of the energy
dependence of cross section in wide range from the reaction threshold up to several
hundreds of GeV.
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